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The Headline Checklist 
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Step #1: Research 
Spending five minutes on research before coming up
with headlines helps you identify key advantages you

could highlight in your headline. 

For example, you may find that all your competitors
use "how to" headlines. 

In that case, choosing a different template will help
you stand out.

▢ Write down a few things that make your article
unique. Do you talk about something other
articles don't mention? 

▢ Type the keyword you want your article to
rank for in your favorite search engine and
take note of the kind of headlines your
competitors use. 

▢ Write down headline ingredients     you could
potentially use in your headline.

▢ Write down a few emotions you could tap into.

▢ Go to the next page and choose a headline
template.
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http://growwithless.com/blog-post-titles/?omhide=true&utm_source=gwl%20subscriber&utm_medium=pdf&utm_campaign=gwl%20newsletter&utm_content=headline%20checklist
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Step #2: Pick a template

How to Headlines 

Now that you know what ingredients and emotions to
use, it's time to have fun!

Pick several templates below and write at least 5
headlines.

You don't have to follow these templates but I find
that starting with a template helps come up with
great headlines. 

▢ How to [something desirable]

▢ How to [desirable outcome] even if [problem]

▢ How to [desirable outcome] in [time period ]

▢ How to stop [something bad] and [desirable
outcome]

▢ How to [do something] without [problem] 

▢ How to [do something] like [well-known
person/group ]

▢ Here's how to [something desirable]

▢ This is how to [something desirable]

▢ How to [do something desirable] [adjective]
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List Headlines

▢ 10 [things] [everyone/every member of a
group] should [Know /use/read/watch]

▢ 10 [things] for [specific group of people]

▢ 12 [tips/ideas] to go from [failure/undesirable
outcome] to [result/success ]

▢ 10 [something] that will help you [desired
outcome ]

▢ 10 [something] that will turn [something
boring/bad] into [something exciting /good]

▢ 10 [something] that will make you a better
[desired transformation ] in [year]

▢ 10 [tips/ideas] you probably didn't know about

▢ Top 10 [something] to [desirable result]

▢ 10 [adjective] ways to [do something]
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Controversial Headlines

▢ The truth behind/about [controversial topic] 

▢ [Something popular] is dead 

▢ Everything you know about [topic] is wrong

▢ Don’t [do something] unless you want to
[negative outcome ]

▢ Ask a question lots of people  are afraid to ask 

▢ The great/popular [product/service]
scam/swindle 

▢ Why you should stop [something] and what to
do instead 

▢ Why/how [something typically considered bad
can [something good ]
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Best Headlines 

Why Headlines

▢ The best way to [something desirable]

▢ The best [method/resources] for [group of
people]

▢ The best [something] to [eat/drink/action
verb] in [year ]

▢ The 100 best [something] ever/of all time

▢ [Famous person/group]'s best
[tips/recipes/looks]

▢ The world's best [something]

▢ Here is the best way to [do something hard or
desirable]

▢ 10 of the best [something] for [result]

▢  Why you should [do something] even if
[objection/problem] 

▢ Why [someone] did [something unexpected]

▢ Why [someone] no longer [does something]

▢ Here is why you should not [do something]

▢ 5 reasons why [something]

▢ This is why [something]
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Guide Headlines 

Transformation Headlines

▢ The beginner’s guide to [topic] 

▢ The ultimate/complete/definitive guide to
[topic]

▢ This [adjective] guide/tutorial will make you
[result]

▢ A complete [topic] guide for [target audience]

▢ The [bad/embarrassing situation] survival
guide

▢ The [target audience] guide to surviving
[something difficult]

▢ A 10-minute/dollars [something] that makes
you [desirable outcome/transformation ]

▢ [Ambitious promise] [this year/month/week ]

▢ From [something bad] to [something good] (or
how I achieved [transformation])

▢ How [someone] went from [failure] to
[success]
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Step #3: Choose a headline
 You should now have several good headlines to
choose from. 

You can either choose the one you feel is the best or
A/B test a few to see which one performs best.

▢  Is there a way to make the headline more
precise? To use stronger verbs/adjectives? 

▢ Is the headline honest? Is the article in line
with what people would expect after reading
the headline? 

▢ Does the headline incorporate the article’s
main keyword or a synonym? 

Your headline doesn't necessarily need to include your
keyword but it's always better if it at least mentions the
topic of the article.

If your article is about "marketing podcasts", you could
perfectly write "The best podcasts for marketers" because
search engines are smart enough to understand the topic
and rank you for the keyword "best marketing podcasts."
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A few additional resources

The Best Headline A/B Testing Tools (And Why You May Not Want to Use
Them)

Here Is What a Disappointing Experiment Taught Me About Headline A/B
Testing

Do Headline Analyzers Work? A Data-Driven Answer
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http://growwithless.com/ab-testing-headlines/?omhide=true&utm_source=gwl%20subscriber&utm_medium=pdf&utm_campaign=gwl%20newsletter&utm_content=headline%20checklist
http://growwithless.com/headlines-ab-test-lessons/?omhide=true&utm_source=gwl%20subscriber&utm_medium=pdf&utm_campaign=gwl%20newsletter&utm_content=headline%20checklist
http://growwithless.com/headline-analyzers/?omhide=true&utm_source=gwl%20subscriber&utm_medium=pdf&utm_campaign=gwl%20newsletter&utm_content=headline%20checklist

